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Need a pretested isolated MIL-S-901D Grade A UPS? 

We have a true-online 2700W Stainless steel model for shipboard applications 

The Powerstar PS3300LCr6 fully ruggedized 3KVA UPS with integrated Isolation transformer (r6 shown) 

NSN listed. Powerstar has a low cost solution-the LCS. The 3KVA Stainless Steel Smart UPS unit 3U tall 

and a 23.46” depth behind the front rail should solve your problem.  Now it uses Liebert brand GXT4 

electronics which adds some nice new features.  It has already been tested * for Mil-S-901D Grade A, 

Mil-Std-167, Mil 1399-300a* and built for Mil 461E to save you the cost. NEW IMPROVED!  2700 watts 

output Dual Conversion Design so your load never sees a flicker. This rack mount unit sports front-back 

air flow with 4 high capacity fans inside.  EMI screens and gaskets all the way around seal it up. Delta 

wiring if used shipboard.  European Voltage model available as the PS3300iLCS. It can be built to attach 

an Elgar PDU if needed.  This is in use on many Navy ships including the LCS series. 

Designed for Surface ships, but can solve any problem where a real solid unit is needed. It 

is constructed from 16 gauge 304 stainless steel with fully welded and ground corners made 

by American Craftsmen. It glistens. All cover screws are countersunk flush. This Smart unit 

monitors temperature to make sure it’s not overcharging the batteries. It monitors the 

discharge cycle as well, to maximize battery life. The unit is automatically cycle tested every 

2 weeks just to ensure it’s ready to do its job when you need it. This 3 second test insures 

your batteries are in good shape.  A multiline full LED front metering panel shows you the 

unit status, Line voltages, etc and this is mounted behind a glass, hinged RFI/EMI window. 

Front mounted EPO switch is mounted next to the High G rated input circuit breaker.  

Batteries are replaceable through a gasket sealed door in the front panel. Add up to 4 

additional 2u battery trays for LONG runtimes.  A built-in Automatic /manual bypass circuit 

is also standard. If the inverter fails or overloaded, it is bypassed automatically to keep your 

load energized. Dimensions of 5.1"x 17"x 24”D and plenty of output connectors in the 

format you want, this unit has solved many power issues.  We have many options for this 

unit like Auto Voltage Detection (AVD) to be able to be powered from any location in the 

world (100-250Vac). Ethernet SNMP Web Card is available. Master Bypass MB (Battleshort) 

switch is optional. MB switch physically connects input power directly to output sockets, 

bypassing UPS.  
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Powerstar has an engineering staff waiting to help you with your special needs. Contact 

them for "no hassle" help with your power requirements. East and West coast engineers are 

available. We have other units that have passed stand alone Mil testing. We specialize in 

ruggedized UPS for Naval and Land use. We have been building UPS for the military services 

since 1991. Find a sales engineer http://www.powerstarinc.com/contactus.html or contact 

Powerstar at tim.carr@powerstarinc.com +1925-270-0970 or 855-252-5253 East Coast 

Revision level  

 PS3300LCSr2 underwent independent shock and vibration testing at NuLabs. It used Liebert 
GXT2 electronics.  

 PS3300LCSr3 improved the airflow with additional fans still using the GXT2 electronics, 

 PS3300LCSr4 model used the GXT3 electronics with increased power output   

 PS3300LCSr5 added the Powerstar Inrush Current Limiter system still using GXT3. 
 PS3300LCSr6 uses the new Liebert GXT4 electronics with the same toroid and ICL.   

 PS3300LCSr5 used Liebert GXT3 circuitry with ICL Inrush-Current Limiter. 

PS3300LCSr6 GXT3 circuitry has now gone obsolete and is replaced with  electronics 

from a Liebert GXT4 and includes our Toroid isolation transformer and the Powerstar 

ICL Limiter System to control over-current power rushes when the toroid core is 

charging during power transitions. ICL system reduces inrush currents during toroid 

isolation transformer charge period (1-2 cycles) to reduce nuisance tripping of input 

breakers when input lead (MAINS) wiring is physically short. 

Two models of Inrush limiting are available:  

ICL Inrush Current limiter. A thermistor is in series with inline relay contacts prior to 

the transformer. A timer system controls the series-interrupter-relay to keep the UPS 

disconnected from MAINS for 1 minute after a loss of power. Once the relay closes, 

the thermistor is placed in series with the MAINS. This method is used on the Littoral 

Combat ship units. This timer-delay method allows the thermistor to cool before 

being reconnected to the MAINS. This method also keeps the UPS from loading the 

ship’s MAINS electrical system as it is initially energizing for 1 minute.  

IRL This Inrush limiter also uses a thermistor in series- however a relay connection 

is paralleled across thermistor, the relay will bypass the thermistor after the system 

is energized. The relay with its inherent mechanical delay of energizing of ~40ms 

allows the thermistor to limit initial charging of the toroid- then the thermistor is 

bypassed by the contacts closing, allowing the thermistor to cool and be ready for 

the next MAINS fault. The relay coil is powered by MAINS. If the either part were to 

fail, the other component can still supply all the current without causing a UPS 

failure.  This method used on DND ships.  

An External IRL BOX can be purchased for retroactive 

installation. This is an external box mounted outside the UPS 

and can have a variety of input connections to meet your 

needs.  IRL box is 6”x6”x4” cube and is inserted in series in the 

ACMAINS feed. Contact Powerstar for more information.  

PS3300LCSr6 bullet points: 

 Pre tested Mil-S-901D grade A already completed to save you $ (test results 

available*) 

  (129x432x602mm) ~95lb. (43kg.) each piece  

 Tower or Rack mounting- please specify at time of order. 

 4 post adjustable depth Rail Kit included for Rack units.   

 A steel Mounting foundation for hull/deck mount is optional. This straps unit to deck. 

 Stainless steel case with Aluminum front panel- made in USA (painted if needed) 

http://www.powerstarinc.com/contactus.html
mailto:tim.carr@powerstarinc.com
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 Up to 8 output receptacles, Military connectors, or NEMA. 4 each L5-20r Standard.  

 MS3102E22-2p on back for power input standard.  L5-30p on 10ft. cord optional 

 NEW! 3000VA /2700 watts @.9 power factor- quite powerful for its size.  

 Input Power Factor is greater than .99 Lagging. Power Factor Correcting front end 

 Input Current Reflected distortion 5% THD 

 Get 4 minute runtime @ 2700W, > 30minute @600W with internal battery pack. See 

below chart.  

 Battery replacement through front panel- Hot swap capable-replace pack while UPS 

is on ACMAINS without disturbing loads. QD connector. PSNPX35FR replacement 

pack includes new wiring harness and the QD connector for ‘cartridge-style’ 

replacement. 

 Add-on up to (4) 3.5”h x 24”d battery trays. PS3300rm2uBP-1  

 PS3300LCSBP 2ux24” electrically split tray- add ½ tray of batteries to 2 ea. UPS.  

(about 9 minutes @ full load) The split tray is only if you need 2 PS3300LCS.   

8u=2ea. PS3300LCS+1ea. 2u PS3300split BP. Each UPS gets ½ of this extra tray BP. 

 Switchover time is 0. Its inverter is always powering your load.  

 Micro processor controlled intelligent UPS cycle tests the batteries every 2 weeks  

 Premium ‘H’ Batteries charge rated -15° to +122°F temperature range. 

 PS3300rm2uBP-1-h Premium cells(H) are rated -15° to +122°F with  extended 

life @ 25°C This Battery tray is built for just one PS3300LCS.  BP may be daisy 

chained to more BP-1-h trays for increased runtime. 

 GXT4 electronics returns the DB9 RS232 connector for communication and 

controlling shutdown of remote computer. 

 USB port also available for communicating with UPS and shutdown of PC. 

 Airflow: PS3300LCS-R6 uses front to rear airflow  

 Noise and spike dampening on MAINS surge rated 480 Joules. MOV protectors 

 96VAC-140VAC input voltage for 70% load without switching to battery.  

 ACMAINS mode AC Overload: 200% for 2 seconds, 150% for 10 seconds. 

 Output selectable 110V,115V,120V, 127V with ±3%voltage stability 

 MIL standard High G rated Dual pole input circuit breaker for Delta power  

Rear mounted 8 pin terminal block –Dry contact both inputs and outputs signalling. Outputs signal 
to external devices of Loss of MAINS and LO BATT.  Input signals “Any mode” Shutdown (immediate) 
and “Battery Mode” Shutdown (2 minute) to control the UPS shutdown.  
 OUTPUTS: “ Battery Mode” indicator and “Low Battery” indicator dry contacts (30ma max.).  

INPUTS: The purpose of Any Mode Shutdown is to shut down the UPS output by turning off the 
rectifier, inverter and bypass so that there is no power to the loads.  Any Mode Shutdown can be 
operated locally and remotely, as described as follows: 
• Any Mode Shutdown can be performed by shorting Pin1 and Pin2 with external switch (not 
supplied).  This mode could be connected to an Emergency shutdown switch, PANIC button, or 
smoke detector. 
• Battery mode Shutdown (Graceful Shutdown) can be performed by shorting Pin3 and Pin4 with 

external switch (not supplied). A battery shutdown signal will not cause an immediate shutdown. It 

will start a 2 minute shutdown timer. This timer cannot be stopped once triggered. If utility power 

returns during this countdown, the Liebert GXT4 will still shut down and must remain shut down for 

10 seconds. Whether the UPS turns back on when the power is restored depends on the auto-restart 

setting (normally set to Auto-restart) 
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NEW! Front mounted Control panel, Indicators, and Metering panel  
The front panel is equipped with 4 buttons; 
Escape, ↑, ↓, for user input and 
interrogation. 
7 LED Indicator status lamps to attract your 
attention, GREEN, ORANGE, RED 

(BEEP!) And an Audible Buzzer, will sound on 
alarm.  
 
NEW ! LCD display (shown right) now has a multi line 
text readout capability and can change colors and 
will blink if alarms are not acknowledged.  It can 
display a variety of information for the technician 
including, INPUT and OUTPUT VAC, HZ, Output Amps and Input Amps, % of Battery charge, 
Estimated runtime with this load in Minutes, Load % of capacity of UPS.  
 
Or it will display alarms or warnings if they exist.  (See fault list below) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Powerstar IntelliSlot® Communication 

 Rear mounted IntelliSlot communication port allows the operator to field-install an optional  IntelliSlot 
communication card. An IntelliSlot card may be installed during any state of UPS operation (On, Standby 

or Off states). Available IntelliSlot options are described below. 
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-NET (IS-WEBCARD) 

The optional IntelliSlot IS-WebCard  delivers SNMP and Web management to the UPS when 
connected to any 10 or 100 Mbit Ethernet network. The card supports 10 and 100 Mbit Ethernet 
and provides for in-the-field upgrade of SNMP firmware. The kit includes the Liebert IntelliSlot card, 
MIB, configuration cable and user manual. Powerstar offers software options to shutdown multiple 
computers via Ethernet. Ask about the Multilink software packages available. IS-WebCard uses 
industry standard Liebert software for configuration- alarm reporting via USB. Alarm reporting via 
SNMP if equipped with Ethernet card 

-ISRelay  
The optional Liebert IntelliSlot Relay Interface Card shall provide contact closure for remote 
monitoring of alarm conditions in the UPS, delivering signals for On Battery, On Bypass, Low Battery, 
Summary Alarm, UPS Fault and On UPS. The contacts shall be rated for 24VAC or 24VDC at 1A. 
Connections shall be to a terminal block connector with cable provided by the end user.  
 IS-MULTIPORT 
The optional Liebert IntelliSlot Multiport Card shall provide 4 sets of contact closure for remote 
monitoring of alarm conditions in the UPS, delivering signals for On Battery and Low Battery for 
connection to up to 4 servers/computers for use with Liebert MultiLink Shutdown software. The 
contacts shall be rated for 24VAC or 24VDC at 1A. Connections shall be to a terminal block connector 
with cable provided by the end user. 

   

Standards listed below are for the GXT4 electronics (the PS3300LCS has not been retested to 

these specs, although Powerstar does not modify the electronics,) Liebert builds the electronics in a 

ISO9001 rated factory. Powerstar factory quality management system ISO9001:2008  

Liebert GXT4 120 and 208V Nominal 
Units 

 Listed to UL Standard 1778, 4th Edition; and c-UL 

Listed 

 CSA 22.2 No. 107.1 

 ANSI C62.41, Category A, Level 3 

 IEC 61000-3-2 

 EN62040-2 

 EN61000-4-2 

 EN61000-4-3 

 EN61000-4-4 

 EN61000-4-5 

 EN61000-4-6 

 FCC Part 15, Class A 

 ISTA Procedure 1A/1E 

 RoHS2 (6 by 6) Compliant 

 REACH and WEEE Compliant 

  

230 Volt Nominal Units 

 EN 62040-1:2008 

 TUV/GS and CE compliance mark 

 EN50091-1-1 

 EN50091-2, Class A 

 EN50082-1 

 EN62040-2, 2nd Ed, Category C2 

 EN61000-4-2 

 EN61000-4-3 

 EN61000-4-4 

 EN61000-4-5 

 EN61000-4-6 

 EN61000-3-2  

 ISTA Procedure 1A/1E 

 RoHS2 (6 by 6) Compliant 

 REACH and WEEE Compliant 

 Listed to UL Standard 1778, 4th Edition; and c-UL 

Listed (700, 1000, and 3000VA models only) 
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Runtime for PS3300LCS with internal battery, and with additional 2ux24”d battery trays. 
Runtimes expressed in Minutes, Load in Watts (BP= Battery Pack tray) 

watts→ 800W 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2500 2700 

PS3300 25 20 14 10 9 8 5 4 4 
+1 BP 102 80 56 50 44 38 26 22 18 
+2BP 124 114 106 92 74 66 62 46 44 
+3BP 174 150 122 110 105 104 76 62 62 
+4BP 184 172 150 128 120 119 105 92 84 
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A PS3300LCS-GDAIS-R6 

 
 
 
 
 
Some Model #s 
PS3300RM or PS3300iso-ELGAR (includes Elgar PDU connector on back) 
PS3300LCS (120V)  
PS3300iLCS (230V)  
PS3300rm3uiso (without the additional High shock modifications) 
PS3300rm3uisoA (with MIL-S-901D-A shock upgrade)  
PS3300LCS-NETE (DND Canada shown in 2nd photo above) (6) NEMA5-15r, L5-30p, SNMP ,H, 10 
computer software) 
PS3300LCS-NETEr1 (DND Canada with internal IRL installed.) 
PS3300LCS-NETEr2 (DND Canada with GXT4 electronics and IRL installed) 
PS3300rm-GDAIS-LCS-r4 (supplied with cabling) (4)L5-20r, MIL Batt,  MIL input) H 
PS3300rm-GDAIS-LCS-r5 as above but include ICL  
PS3300rm-GDAIS-LCS-r6 with GXT4 electronics and ICL 
PS3300RM-SQQ32V4 EMI filters over Fan openings, SNMP card,  (4)L5-20r, MIL input, MB switch,  
EPO switch, H 
PS3300RM-SQQ32V4r1 as above with GXT4 electronics 

 
FSC NIIN ITEM_NAME CAGE_CODE PART_NUMBER 

6130 15506380 POWER SUPPLY 3CX85 PS3300RM-GDAIS-LCS-R4-WOB 

1680 16466043 UPS,3KVA,2700W 02FP7 PS3300RM-LCS 

6130 16040187 NRP,POWER SUPPLY 0ZAP8 PS3300RM-GDAIS-LCS-R2 

6130 16040187 NRP,POWER SUPPLY 0ZAP8 
PS3300RM-GDAIS-LCS-R2 OBSOLETE 
P 

6130 16040187 NRP,POWER SUPPLY 0ZAP8 PS3300RM-GDAIS-LCS-R4 

6130 16267746 NRP,POWER SUPPLY 0ZAP8 PS3300RM-GDAIS-LCS-R4-WOB 

6130 16334533 NRP,POWER SUPPLY 0ZAP8 PS3300RM-SQQ-32(V)4 

6130 15256793 
POWER 
SUPPLY,UNINTERRUPTIBLE 0ZAP8 PS3300RM-NG 
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6130 15256793 
POWER 
SUPPLY,UNINTERRUPTIBLE 0ZAP8 PS3300RMI-NG 

6130 15385812 
POWER 
SUPPLY,UNINTERRUPTIBLE 0ZAP8 PS3300RM-BP 

6130 15412239 POWER SUPPLY 0ZAP8 PS3300RMIS0-ELGAR 

6130 15506380 POWER SUPPLY 0ZAP8 PS3300ISO-ELGAR 

6130 15506380 POWER SUPPLY 0ZAP8 PS3300RM 

6130 15506380 POWER SUPPLY 0ZAP8 PS3300RM-GDAIS-LCS-R4-WOB 

6130 16206666 POWER SUPPLY 0ZAP8 PS3300LCS-NETE 

6130 15756698 UPSZZRACKZMOUNTZZZZ 0ZAP8 PS3300RM-LCS-R2 

6130 15756698 UPSZZRACKZMOUNTZZZZ 0ZAP8 PS3300RM-LCS-R4 

6140 15972686 BATTERY,STORAGE 0ZAP8 PS3300RM-GDAIS-LCS-BP 

6160 16290895 BATTERY BOX 0ZAP8 PS3300RM-GDAIS-BP-1 

 
PowerStar Inc.  since 1991 
9073 Shady Grove  
Gaithersburg, MD 20877 
855-252-5253 

+1-301-948-0713  
West Coast /international +1925-270-0970 Tim Carr 
www.powerstarinc.com 
www.globalspec.com/powerstar  for Catalog  
mailto:powerstar1@aol.com   mailto: tim.carr@powerstarinc.com 
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